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Abstract. The paper presents the Jbowl, Java software library for data and text
analysis, and various research activities performed and implemented on top of
the library. The paper describes the various analytical services for text and data
mining implemented in Jbowl as well as numerous extensions aimed to address
the evolving trends in data and text analysis and its usage in various tasks
reflecting the areas such as big data analysis, distributed computing and par-
allelization. We also present the complex analytical platform built on top of the
library, integrating the distributed computing analytical methods with the
graphical user interface, visualization methods and resource management
capabilities.
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1 Introduction

Question of integrated analytical solutions has become interesting in recent years to
improve the end-users orientation in wide range of available services, methods, algo-
rithms or tools. The aim was to bring these services closer to the non-expert users and
provide the possibilities to use them without deep knowledge about their implemen-
tation details or internal modes of operation.

The work presented in this paper represents our activities in building of the
coherent and complex system for text mining experimental purposes built upon the
distributed computing infrastructure. Such infrastructure can offer computational
effectiveness and data storage facilities for proposed on-line analytical tool that com-
prises of various services for knowledge discovery in texts and provides specific data
and computing capacity. Our main motivation is to provide coherent system leveraging
of distributed computing concepts and providing simple user interface for users as well
as administration and monitoring interface.

Text mining [1] aims at discovery of hidden patterns in textual data. For this topic,
there is available a textbook [2], which we wrote in Slovak for our students. It describes
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the whole process of knowledge discovery from textual collections. We describe in
details all preprocessing steps (such as tokenization, segmentation, lemmatization,
morphologic analysis, stop-words elimination), we discuss various models for repre-
sentation of text documents and focus on three main text mining tasks: (1) text cate-
gorization [3, 4]; (2) clustering of textual documents [5, 6]; (3) information extraction
from texts [7, 8].

Finally, we describe service-oriented view on text mining and present also selected
distributed algorithms for text mining. Second part of the textbook [2] is devoted to
description of our Jbowl (Java bag of words library) presenting its architecture, selected
applications and a couple of practical examples, which help our students easier start for
practical work with Jbowl on their own text mining problems. In this paper we want to
present the latest advancements in Jbowl library, which makes it usable also for big
data text mining applications and invite broader audience of the World Computer
Congress to use this library in various text mining applications.

2 Concept of Analytical Library

2.1 Jbowl

Jbowl1 is a Java library that was designed to support different phases of the whole text
mining process and offers a wide range of relevant classification and clustering algo-
rithms. Its architecture integrates several external components, such as JSR 173 – API
for XML parsing or Apache Lucene2 for indexing and searching.

This library was proposed as an outcome of the detailed analysis of existing free
software tools in the relevant domain [9]. The motivation behind the design of this
library was existence of many fragmented implementations of different algorithms for
processing, analyses and mining in text documents within our research team on one
hand side and lack of equivalent integrated open source tool on the other hand side. The
main aim at that time was not to provide simple graphical user interface with possibility
to launch selected procedures but to offer set of services necessary to create the own
text mining stream customized to concrete conditions and specified objectives. The
initial Jbowl version included:

• Services for management and manipulation with large sets of text documents.
• Services for indexing, complex statistical text analyses and preprocessing tasks.
• Interface for knowledge structures as ontologies, controlled vocabularies or lexical

WordNet database.
• Support for different formats as plain text, HTML or XML and various languages.

These core functionalities have been continuously extended and improved based on
new requirements or expectations expressed by researchers and students of our
department. Detailed information can be found in [10] or [11].

1 Basic Jbowl package - http://sourceforge.net/projects/jbowl/.
2 https://lucene.apache.org/.
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The second main update of the library offers possibility to run the text mining tasks
in a distributed environment within task-based execution engine. This engine provides
middleware-like transparent layer (mostly for programmers wishing to re-use func-
tionality of the Jbowl package) for running of different tasks in a distributed envi-
ronment [12]. In the next step, new services for aspect-based sentiment analysis or
Formal Concept Analysis – FCA (cf. [13]) were added [14] to extend application
potential of the library in line with current trends. In case of FCA subpart related to
processing of matrices from Jbowl BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms)
implementation was used and extended in order to work with FCA models known as
generalized one-sided concept lattices [15] and use it for other purposes like design and
implementation of FCA-based conceptual information retrieval system [16]. There is
also extension of services related to processing of sequences within the data sets and
processing of graph-based data, which is partially based on Jbowl API and its models.

2.2 Services for Distributed Data Analysis

Our main motivation was to use the problem decomposition method and apply it in
data-intensive analytical tasks. Distributed computing infrastructure such as grid or
cloud enables to utilize the computational resources for such kind of tasks by lever-
aging the parallel and distributed computing concepts. There are also several existing
frameworks available offering different methods of parallel/distributed processing using
the principle such as mapreduce, in-memory, etc. In order to support computation-
intensive tasks and improve scalability of Jbowl library, we have decided to use
GridGain3 platform for distributed computing.

Jbowl API was used as a basis for particular data processing and analytical tasks.
We decided to design and implement distributed versions of classification and clus-
tering algorithms implemented in Jbowl. Currently implemented algorithms are sum-
marized in Table 1.

In general, the process of the text mining model (classification or clustering) cre-
ation is split into the sub-processes. As depicted in Fig. 1, one of the nodes in

Table 1. Overview of currently implemented supervised and unsupervised models in Jbowl.

Sequential Distributed

Decision tree classifier
K-nearest neighbor classifier

Rule-based classifier

Support Vector Machine classifier
Boosting compound classifier
K-means clustering
GHSOM clustering

3 http://www.gridgain.com.
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distributed computing infrastructure (master node) performs the decomposition of
particular task (data or model-driven) and then assigns particular sub-tasks onto
available resources in the infrastructure (worker nodes). Worker nodes produce partial
outputs which correspond to partial models (on partial datasets). Those partial models
are collected and merged into the final model on the master at the end. The concrete
implementation of sub-tasks distribution is different in particular model types, we will
further introduce the most important ones.

For induction of decision trees, Jbowl library implements generic algorithm where
it is possible to configure various criteria for splitting data on decision nodes and
various pruning methods for post-processing of the induced tree. Distributed version of
the classifier [17] considers the multi-label classification problem, when the document
may be classified into one or more predefined categories. In that case, each class is
considered as a separate binary classification problem and resulting model consists of a
set of binary classifiers. In this case, particular binary classifiers represent the sub-tasks
computed in distributed fashion.

Our distributed k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classification algorithm was inspired
by [18]. In this solution we used the Jbowl k-NN implementation as a basis and
modified it into the distributed version that split the input data into the chunks and
calculates the local k-NN models on the partitions.

Another set of Jbowl algorithms modified into the distributed versions were clus-
tering ones. Distributed implementation of GHSOM (Growing Hierarchical Self-
Organizing Maps) [19] implementation uses MapReduce (GridGain implementation)
paradigm and is based on parallel calculation of subtasks, which in this case represents

Fig. 1. General schema of the sub-task distribution across the platform
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the creation of hierarchically ordered maps of Growing SOM models [20]. Main idea is
parallel execution of these clustering processes on worker nodes. Distributed version of
K-Means clustering algorithm is based on methods presented in [21, 22]. Our approach
separates the process of creation of k clusters among the available computing resources
so the particular clusters are being built locally on the assigned data.

The FCA algorithms are in general computationally very expensive when used on
large datasets. This issue was solved by decomposition of the problem. Starting set of
documents were decomposed to smaller sets of similar documents with the use of
clustering algorithm. Then particular concept lattices were built upon every cluster
using FCA method and these FCA-based models were combined to simple hierarchy of
concept lattices using agglomerative clustering algorithm. This approach was imple-
mented in distributed manner using the GridGain, where computing of local models
was distributed between worker nodes and then combined together on master node.

Further, we have implemented specialized FCA-based algorithms of generalized
one-sided concept lattices using the Jbowl API for sparse matrices and operations with
them, which are able to work more efficiently with sparse input data usually available
in text-mining and information retrieval tasks. Here we have provided experiments in
order to test ratios for computation time reduction of sparse-based implementations in
comparison to the standard algorithms [23]. Then, distributed version of algorithm for
creation of generalized one-sided concept lattices was designed, implemented and
tested in order to show additional reduction of computation times for FCA-based
models [24]. The extended version of experiments was realized with real textual
datasets [25], which proved behavior of previous experimental results on reduction of
computation time using mentioned distributed algorithm for generalized one-sided
concept lattices.

Also, we have currently finished implementation of selected methods (classification
and clustering) provided in portal-based way which are able to run tasks for experi-
ments defined by user in BOINC-based infrastructure. BOINC4 is well-known
open-source platform for volunteer distributed scientific computing. In this case Jbowl
package is in the core of the system and is used for running of text mining experiments
defined by user setup. These experiments are decomposed to BOINC jobs, pushed to
BOINC clients and result of their distributed computations is returned back to server
and provided to user [26].

The vision of the whole system is to re-use computational capacities of computers
within university laboratories for volunteer-based computation. Our system has
potential to support researchers to start their experiments and use additional cloud-like
features of distributed computing using BOINC-based infrastructure. Currently, we
have implemented also a graphical user interface which hides complexity behind
creation of BOINC jobs for clients using dynamic forms and automation scripts for
creation of jobs and analysis and presentation of the results provided to the user.

4 BOINC - https://boinc.berkeley.edu/.
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2.3 Services for Optimization

In some cases, the analytical processes can be complex, so our plan for the future
development is to extend the system with the recommendations for less experienced
users to improve their orientation in computing environment. These recommendations
will be generated based on the observed patterns how other users are using the system
and generating the results. For this purpose we will use our analytical framework
designed and developed within KP-Lab project5. The core of this framework includes
services for event logging, logs storage, manipulation with logs, extraction of common
patterns and visualization of event/pattern sequences [27].

Patterns can be understood as a collection (usually a sequence) of fragments, each
describing a generalization of some activity performed by users within virtual envi-
ronment, e.g. sequence of concrete operations leading to the successful realization of
clustering analysis. The success of this method for generating recommendations based
on actual user behavior in virtual computing environment strongly depends on the
quality of collected logs. Extracted and visualized information and patterns can be used
not only for recommendations generation, but also for evaluation of user behavior
during the solving of the data analytical tasks.

Another kind of optimization methods were implemented on the resource usage
level. As mentioned in previous sections, several models are deployed on and use the
distributed computing infrastructure. Main objective of these optimization methods is
to improve the resource utilization within the platform based on type of performed
analytical task as well as on the dataset processed. Several methods were designed for
that purpose.

In general, system collects the dataset characteristics, including the information
about its size and structure [28]. Another kind of data is collected from the infra-
structure itself. This information describes the actual state of the distributed environ-
ment, actual state of the particular nodes as well as their performance and capacity.
Depending on the type of analytical task, such information can be used to guide the
sub-task creation and distribution. Sub-tasks are then created in order to maintain
particular sub-task complexity on the same level and distributed across the platform
according to the actual node usage and available performance and capacity.

2.4 Infrastructure Services

An important condition for the proper functioning and efficient of the presented ser-
vices is a technical infrastructure providing necessary computing power and data
capacity. We continuously build our own computing environment in which we can not
only deploy and test our services, but we’re able to offer them as a SaaS (Software as a
Service). Simplified illustration of the used infrastructure is shown in Fig. 2.

Basic level contains several Synology network attached storages (NAS) with WD
hard drives providing customized data storage capacity for various purposes; i.e. it is
possible to use SQL or NoSQL databases or some types of semantic repositories. The

5 http://web.tuke.sk/fei-cit/kplab.html.
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second level is represented by high-performance IBM application servers that are used
for execution and data manipulation. This part of the infrastructure is separated and
inaccessible to external users.

Graphical user interface with offered services and user functionalities is provided
by web server and available for different end-user devices as traditional PC, laptops or
tablets. Specific part of the deployed analytical system is the administration and
monitoring module. Several modules are deployed on distributed computing infra-
structure and interface to manage the platform itself is necessary. Such administration
interface is implemented as a web application and enables to monitor the current state
of the environment, including the operational nodes, their actual state, load, capacity as
well as running tasks. If necessary, it is possible to disconnect the node from the
platform, or add a new node, check their state and perform several actions to interact
with them (stop halted tasks, free memory/space, check the network latency and restore
the default configuration). Data collected using this module is also utilized in task
distribution, as briefly described in Sect. 2.3.

On the other hand, people interested in our analytical and data processing services
can download them, customize services based on their own preferences or requirements
and finally deploy the customized platform on their own infrastructure.

Also, as it was written in Sect. 2.2, we have created some BOINC infrastructure
from computers in our laboratories for students, which is able to provide additional
computing capacity for BOINC-based applications. This paradigm is known as virtual
campus supercomputing center and BOINC is widely used by several universities in
the world in order to get some more computational capacities from their computers
within campuses. After completion of testing phase we would like to provide graphical

Fig. 2. Architecture of text mining analytical system
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user interface for more researchers to run Jbowl experimental tasks, for which par-
ticular models are computed on BOINC clients and returned to user. In the future it can
be interesting to find interoperable connection in usage of cloud-based infrastructure
defined above and volunteer-based BOINC infrastructure under one common platform,
e.g., where capacities of both parts are managed together in order to achieve more
efficient analytical services.

3 Conclusion

The need for software libraries for support of text mining purposes is not new, but their
importance is increasing because of new requirements arising in the era of big data. An
important factor is the ability of the existing products to respond to the changes in the
areas as IT infrastructure, new capacity opportunities for parallel computing, running
the traditional text and data mining algorithms on the new infrastructures, development
of the new algorithms for data processing and analysis using new computational
possibilities and finally the design and implementation of simple understandable and
easy to use user environment.

Basically, presented work seeks to respond to all of these challenges and address
them in the practical output of the relevant research and implementation activities. The
presented library does not try to compete with the other available text mining platforms,
but rather represents the output of our continuous work. The developed system presents
an ideal platform for our ongoing research as well as for the education. Presented tools
are used by the students and teachers in teaching tasks; serve as the platform for
numerous master theses and regularly being used in data analytical and research
activities.
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